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Investment Research — General Market Conditions   

    

Key takeaways 

 The delta variant will continue to create headwinds for the global economy amid 

slow vaccination roll-out 

 Global macro momentum is set to ease further amid fading boost from stimulus 

and stalling re-opening of economies amid continuing virus challenges.  

 The balance of risk to our growth outlook is to the downside, while supply side 

problems could lead to more persistent inflation problems stoking stagflation 

concerns. 

COVID-19 remains a big problem for the world economy 

The more contagious delta variant continues to spread fast in most of Asia and in 

various US states. In contrast, the situation in Europe has improved following the Delta 

variant wave and steady roll-out of vaccine, with Euro Area seeing lower new infections 

while UK cases are rising again following widespread re-opening of its economy. Overall, 

for Europe and other regions that have vaccinated large parts of their populations, 

hospitalizations and deaths remain clearly below earlier levels, which is not the case in the 

US at the moment. Another exception is Israel, which has seen a surge in hospitalised 

COVID-19 patients, as vaccines appear to have lost their effectiveness earlier than thought. 

Roll-out of vaccination has stalled in the US where a large part of the population 

remains sceptical about the vaccines. In most of Asian countries, roll-out of vaccines is 

also advancing slowly given the lack of available vaccines, logistical problems in rolling 

out vaccines and significant vaccine scepticism, while vaccines are being steadily rolled-

out in most Latin American and European countries. 

At the current pace, it will be difficult to reach the necessary vaccination level before 

the cold winter period in the US and Europe, where the contagious Delta variant will 

have better conditions to spread. Hence compared with our assumptions in our spring 

forecast that by the fall some degree of herd immunity would be achieved, countries like 

the US and in Asia, but even in Europe seems vulnerable to renewed virus problems which 

could trigger select lockdowns especially in the service sector. This also means that we 

are most likely still discussing and talking about COVID-19 next year.  
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Global growth moderation set to continue, as boost from policy 

support and re-opening fades 

The developments have so far been broadly in line with the trajectory projected in 

our last Big Picture update from March (Big Picture forecast update - Divergent 

fortunes, 23 March). At that time, we expected the US economy would power ahead amid 

a faster vaccine roll-out allowing a faster re-opening of its economy and sizeable fiscal 

stimulus compared with the rest of the world. The euro-area would see a more muted and 

later rebound as the slower vaccine roll-out made it vulnerable to new virus waves that 

would delay the re-opening of the economies. Meanwhile China would see waning 

economic growth momentum given policy tightening. In terms of growth outcome, the US 

growth turned out to be weaker than expected mainly as companies ran down their 

inventories, but underlying growth was very strong in line with expectations. Growth in the 

euro area surprised to the upside, especially in the Q2, as the economic activity responded 

more strongly to the lifting of restrictions with GDP expanding by 2.0% q/q. The Chinese 

slowdown has been slightly more pronounced than we projected. 

After the strong economic rebound in the spring, the momentum in the global 

economy is moderating. Both the global manufacturing and service PMIs have started to 

decline. This comes as the boost from the US fiscal stimulus, Chinese credit expansion and 

re-opening is fading while the spreading of the delta variant is also making consumers and 

companies more cautious. Supply chains bottlenecks are also starting to weigh on 

production. The supply chain challenges are further enhanced by the spread of the delta 

variant especially in Asia. The recovery in the service sector seems to have stalled amid the 

virus flare up, as we see e.g. restaurant bookings in the US moving sideways. In the euro 

area, the business and consumer surveys have rebounded well above the pre-crisis levels 

but are now also levelling off.  

Looking ahead, we expect economic growth to remain solid despite further 

moderation in growth momentum. First, the immediate boost from reopening of 

economies are now behind us and may even reverse if renewed virus problems hit countries 

over the flu season. In fact, the combination of weaker growth in the first half of 2021 and 

the impact of the Delta variant has forced us to lower our growth forecast slightly for the 

US, China and euro area in H2 2021. Japan is a bit of an outlier in this regard, as the slower 

roll-out of vaccines means that re-opening is yet to boost private consumption, which we 

expect will happen later this year. Second, the rise in inflation is eroding consumer 

purchasing power. Third, the policy environment is also turning less supportive for 

economic growth with the US March fiscal stimulus package, which gave a massive boost 

to consumption in H1 21, continuing to fade near-term as well as from the central bank 

side. Overall, economic growth will continue to be driven by private consumption and to 

some extent investment. However, in the US and the euro area, we expect companies to 

rebuild inventories, which boosts headline growth numbers but the underlying growth rate 

is definitely weakening. 

We expect the Fed to soon start winding down QE bond buying and we expect 

tapering to be concluded in mid-2022. The Fed should start hiking rates in H2 2022 

(probably Q4 22). We expect the ECB to slowly exit its crisis mode, phasing out the PEPP 

programme in March 2022. However, in light of stepped up inflation ambitions with the 

new symmetric 2% target and a still rather muted outlook on euro inflation, we expect 

gradual ECB balance she et normalisation to start in 2023 at the very earliest and more 

likely in 2024-25.Given the slowdown in China, we expect some easing providing a modest 

boost to growth. 

Peak in PMI manufacturing 

 
Sources: IHS Markit, Macrobond Financial 

Chinese credit tightening to weigh on 

global manufacturing 

 
Source: Macrobond Financial, PBoC, Markit, 

Danske Bank 

G4 growth outlook weaker 

 

Sources: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank 

forecasts 
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New G4 GDP forecasts: G4 growth set to slow towards potential growth in 2022  

 
Sources: Macrobond Financial and Danske Bank  

 

In 2022, as the impact of the re-opening of economies is behind us and economic 

policies turn less expansionary, economic growth is expected to moderate further 

toward its potential rate. The infrastructure and welfare packages that are under 

discussion now in US Congress at the moment will provide a moderate boost to growth in 

2022 and onward. However, the growth impact will be more limited than the 

December/March packages as they will be financed by higher taxes and spend over several 

years. While the US and China have now recovered the pandemic GDP losses, the euro-

area and Japanese economies will first reach their pre-crisis trend GDP trend by late 2022 

at the earliest. 

Prolonged transitory inflation pressures 

One of the most prominent macro-developments in 2021 has been the rise in inflation 

rates across advanced economies and emerging markets. Zooming in on the US and 

euro area, the rise in inflation has mainly been driven by higher energy prices following 

the rebound in oil prices. Another significant positive contribution has been from service 

prices following the re-opening of service- and travelling businesses. Goods shortages 

relating to supply chain problems and continuing strong demand have also caused some 

goods price inflation, especially in the US, where core inflation has surged over 4% while 

in the euro area the core inflation has increased to more modest level of 1.6%, which is 

still high by historical standards. 

Our base case remains that inflation pressure is transitory, although inflation may 

stay high for the remainder of 2021 going into 2022. The higher inflation the rest of this 

year will mainly be driven by both shelter and wage inflation in the US while the German 

VAT base effect is the primary reason for continuing high core inflation in the euro-area. 

We see the inflation pressures waning for a number of reasons: First of all, energy related 

inflation will fall as the impact from higher oil prices wane (see chart) with the stabilisation 

in oil prices. Secondly the supply-chains obstacles will in our view normalise, as goods 

demand slows while the COVID-19 related obstacles on the production and delivery of 

goods should also ease. This should moderate transportation costs and increase supply of 

goods, putting downward pressure on goods price inflation. Despite the rise in inflation, 

we also assume that inflation expectations will continue to remain well-anchored, despite 

the temporary surge in inflation and hence we will not see significantly higher wage 

inflation on a sustained basis that could give rise to wage-price spirals (see graph for the 

US). For more on US inflation dynamics read Research US - Higher inflation but not 

spinning out of control due to still well-behaved expectations, 14 June.  Nevertheless, we 

think that core inflation will above 2% throughout 2022 but this is in line with where the 

Fed wants to see inflation for some time. 

2021 2022

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2020 2021 2022

% q/q % q/q % y/y

G4 0.5 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 -2.0 6.2 4.2 

United States 1.5 1.6 0.8 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 -3.4 5.6 3.3 

Euro Area -0.3 2.0 2.3 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.5 -6.5 4.9 4.2 

China 0.4 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.4 8.3 5.2 

Japan -0.9 0.3 0.5 1.2 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.4 -4.7 2.4 2.6 

Impact from oil price inflation has 

peaked – high headline inflation will 

soon start to roll over 

 

Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg, Danske 

Bank 

Note: Past or current performance is no 

guarantee of future performance. 
 

Inflation expectations suggest PCE 

core service inflation is not spinning 

out of control 

 
Note: Grey areas are recessions (NBER definition) 

Sources: BEA, University of Michigan, NBER, 

Danske Bank calculations 

Core inflation will decline in early 

2022 

 
Source: Macrobond Financial, Bloomberg 

https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/1bebad81-0922-405c-b279-391588993707/EN
https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/1bebad81-0922-405c-b279-391588993707/EN
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The balance of risks to our inflation forecast is to the upside. Continuing global supply 

challenges, high freight rates and input shortages are primary risks, overall the effect should 

remain limited given that core goods has only 20% weight in the US inflation basket, but 

also possibly second round effects on wages are possible.   

Downside scenario: stagflation (30%) 

The contagious Delta variant could accelerate over the winter period in Europe and US 

given lack of vaccine-led herd immunity and waning vaccine effectiveness, which could 

lead to renewed COVID-19 fears and/or new lockdowns causing a new economic setback 

(especially in the service sector) as confidence plummets. The uncertainty would weigh on 

investments. At the same time, continuing widespread virus problems in Asia and in the 

US (and even in Europe) would prolong global supply chains problems, leading to higher 

global goods price inflation, also because goods consumption is likely to remain elevated 

in this scenario. Higher goods price inflation may lead to even lower demand, as 

consumers’ purchasing power declines. The risk is, that supplies of particularly 

semiconductors will be hampered due to COVID outbreaks in South East Asia. Here 

manufacturing activity has already slowed significantly over the summer. In 2015 the share 

of the total computer and electrical input from Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, 

Thailand and Vietnam (all severely affected by lockdowns due to COVID) to global 

manufacturing amounted to 4.3 per cent. In particularly Malaysia, the input has likely 

grown significantly since then. If inflation continues to run high then inflation expectations 

could also move higher leading to higher wage growth down the road. The combination of 

an economic setback and high price pressure would put central banks notably the Fed in a 

dilemma but the Fed would likely to become more hawkish to dampen inflation fears, 

which could lead to significant negative impact on global risk sentiment.  

Upside scenario:  Sharp recovery with risk of overheating (20%) 

If the virus problems cease quicker than we think (this could be the case if it turns out 

vaccine protection remains stronger for longer than indicated by some Israeli studies, which 

remain outliers, if booster shots are administered quickly or if vaccine uptake increases), 

then we could see a stronger than expected rebound in the global economy, especially as 

private consumption of services is boosted by sharp falls in unemployment rates when the 

economies reopen and vaccines continue to keep the COVID-19 virus in check. The 

stronger demand will likely ignite stronger inflation pressures, which lead to rising inflation 

expectations especially in the US, forcing the Fed to hike rates sooner. This is not 

necessarily a problem, as it reflects a stronger economy. 

 

  

 

 

Significant South East Asian electrical 

input to global manufacturing  

 

Source: OECD TiVA database, Macrobond 

Financial,  

US and euro consumer price 

expectations - still anchored so far 

 
Source: Macrobond Financial, Uni. Of Michigan, EU 

Commission 
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US macro outlook: Recovery is set to continue but delta is a risk 

GDP growth in Q1 and Q2 was slightly lower than we anticipated. Private consumption 

and private investments in equipment and intellectual property were actually stronger than 

we pencilled in but inventories were a major drag on growth in both Q1 and Q2, most likely 

reflecting the distortions we have seen in manufacturing globally. Given the very low level 

of inventories (based on several surveys), we expect inventories will start contributing to 

GDP growth again in H2 21 and early 22, as businesses need to build up inventories again.  

Private consumption was very strong in Q1 and Q2 due to a combination of fewer 

restrictions, less COVID-19 fears and stimuli checks. Savings remain high and consumer 

confidence is high as well, so we expect private consumption growth will remain decent in 

H2 21 but not as strong as in H1 21, although private consumption has moved sideways 

lately due to a combination of delta fears and no support from new checks. We expect the 

normalisation of the consumption pattern (i.e. more money spent on services and less on 

goods) will continue although goods consumption is likely to remain elevated for longer 

than we previously thought. We also expect decent investment growth ahead, as business 

confidence remains high, but growth is set to be slower compared to H1 21. Residential 

investments have taken a hit from lower activity in the housing market but growth should 

remain positive. Fiscal policy will continue to support growth in coming years but not to 

the same extent as in early 2021.  

Overall we expect GDP growth of 5.6% this year and 3.3% next year. We previously 

thought the US would soon exceed the old GDP trend path but that seems too upbeat right 

now, as we have been caught by surprise by e.g. the delta variant.  

One risk to the outlook is indeed the spreading of the delta variant, which in particular has 

hit states with low vaccine uptake. Risk is that the outbreaks get worse over the autumn and 

winter, just like we saw last year, during the flu season. While states may be reluctant to 

tighten restrictions, we may see people staying away from e.g. restaurants in order not get 

infected.  

The labour market recovery is ongoing but has not been as strong as in other countries 

despite very high labour demand. One reason is probably that the temporarily higher 

unemployment benefits reduce the incentive to work (which is likely also the reason why 

wages in “leisure and hospitality” have risen faster than usual). They expire no later than 

on 6 September on a federal level and we expect stronger employment growth after that.  

Inflation (also core) has been high for some time now. We think there are many reasons to 

believe that inflation will peak in early 2022. The main explanation is that inflation 

expectations remain well-anchored and do not suggest that inflation is going to spin out of 

control. Especially core services (the most important part of actual inflation) are, 

historically, fluctuating around inflation expectations and we see no reasons why this 

relationship should not continue. Still, we see PCE core inflation above 2% throughout 

2022. 

Our expectation of still strong growth, stronger employment growth and inflation above 

2% implies that we expect the Federal Reserve to soon start tightening monetary policy. 

We expect the Federal Reserve to start tapering in Q4 and to conclude the process by 

summer 2022. We expect the first 25bp rate hike in H2 22.  

  

New US macro forecasts 

 
Sources: BEA, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank  

forecasts 

 

Employment will return back to pre-

covid levels in H2 

 
Sources: BLS, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank  

forecasts 

 

US core inflation is set to peak in early 

2022 before moving lower  

 
Sources: BEA, Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank 

forecasts 
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China’s slowdown to trigger more easing 

Chinese growth was softer than expected in H1 and we have revised our GDP forecast for 

2021 down to 8.3% from 8.5%. The forecast for 2022 is unchanged at 5.2%. Chinese credit 

tightening points to a clear slowdown in infrastructure investments and construction, 

whereas exports have held up due to strong growth in exports to not least US consumers.  

We look for a moderate decline in PMI’s in H2 as the lift from exports is expected to come 

down as US goods consumption fades. We expect credit growth to increase during the 

second half from very low levels, which is needed for China to meet its implicit target of 

credit growth for the year around 8-9%. The Reserve Requirement Ratio (RRR) was 

surprisingly cut over the summer and we look for further easing in coming months through 

a further cut in the RRR and a small adjustment to fiscal policy. We therefore look for 

credit growth to recover during H2, which is needed for China to meet its’ implicit target 

for credit growth at 8-9%. The slower growth in China – especially in the commodity 

intensive sectors of infrastructure and construction – will work to dampen global inflation 

pressures in H2. 

China saw a stock market rout in July linked to a crackdown on certain companies. The 

crackdown has aimed at different targets, though. First, data security has become a matter 

of national security and on this background Didi saw intervention from the state as they 

were asked to take down many apps following a listing on the New York stock exchange, 

as they failed to provide assurance that the data of 500 million users were properly 

protected. Second, anti-trust regulation has been high on the agenda targeting big tech 

companies such as Alibaba and Tencent. The companies have been accused of abusing 

market power and the new regulation aims at protection small and medium sized companies 

from this and thus improve free competition. While spooking investors in the short term 

and hitting the stock market where the biggest companies are listed, it should be good for 

innovation in the longer term as it improves conditions for smaller companies. We believe 

stocks have fallen too much compared to fundamentals and once the storm has passed, we 

expect Chinese stocks to move higher going into 2022. 

 

  

China: We look for more weakness 

short term, recovery in early 2022 

 
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator 

of current or future results. 

Source: Macrobond Financial, Markit, Danske 

Bank 

Chinese credit growth should recover 

in H2 

 
Note: Past performance is not a reliable indicator 

of current or future results. 

Source: Macrobond Financial,  

Chinese stock market taking a big hit – 

we look for rebound into 2022 

 
Note:  Past performance is not a reliable indicator 

of current or future results. It is not possible to 

invest directly in an index.  

Source: Macrobond Financial, Danske Bank, 

Bloomberg.   
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Euro area: Back in the fast lane, but with bumps on the road 

After a contraction of 0.3% q/q in the first quarter, euro area GDP expanded by a strong 

2.0% q/q in Q2 21, confirming that the economy has now firmly arrived on the road to 

recovery. Helped by the lifting of lockdowns in April and May, business and consumer 

confidence has surged, standing well above pre-crisis levels and unemployment has fallen 

back to 7.6% in July (from a peak of 8.6% last year). However, in contrast to the US and 

China, euro area GDP remains still some 3% below its pre-pandemic level and bumps on 

the road could still create setbacks in the European recovery. Hard data released during Q2 

have generally failed to live up to upbeat survey data. While households have built up 

significant excess savings during the pandemic, retail sales have failed to rebound 

significantly above pre-crisis levels. ECB research suggests that excess savings remain 

concentrated among older and higher-income households that are less likely to spend. The 

discrepancy between hard and soft data leaves upside potential for H2 21, but a gradual 

phasing out of furlough schemes combined with accelerating inflation could on the other 

hand start to weigh on real disposable income and consumer spending. The continued 

spreading of the delta variant also poses a headwind that could hit the tourism, travel and 

hospitality sectors. High frequency data already point to somewhat stalling activity in retail 

and recreation. That said, we do not expect renewed lockdowns with 70% of the EU adult 

population now having received at least one vaccine shot. Instead, an increasing 

impediment to growth could stem from worsening supply chain bottlenecks that have 

started to weigh on production levels despite full order books. Industrial output was still 

languishing below pre-pandemic levels in Germany and France during June. German 

manufacturers - in particular carmakers - have struggled to keep up with rising global 

demand due to shortages of many materials, including semiconductors, as well as 

bottlenecks in container shipping. Severe flooding during July has also adversely affected 

production capacity in some German regions.   

A key question will be how the economic expansion continues in 2022 when government’s 

emergency measures are gradually scaled back. Bankruptcy filings in the euro area fell by 

a fifth in 2020 and remain below pre-pandemic levels this year, but businesses might face 

substantial repayments as tax and rent deferrals begin to lapse. A decisive factor will also 

be what happens to the EU’s fiscal rules which will likely apply again in 2023. The 

European Commission is expected to make reform proposals later this year, but the tone of 

the debate will be very much determined by the outcome of Germany’s parliamentary 

election in September (see also Research Germany - End of the 'era Merkel' leaves German 

politics in unchartered territory, 27 April). 

Overall, we expect the euro area recovery to continue in H2 21 at a solid pace, thanks to 

services returning as a more important growth driver. We also see scope for Europe's 

manufacturing boom to extend into H2, with the turn of the cycle slightly lagging China 

and the US, but we do not think that Europe's manufacturing cycle can escape abating 

global momentum for long (see also Research Euro Area - Tide is slowly turning for 

European manufacturing, 22 June). We forecast euro area GDP growth at 4.9% in 2021 

and 4.2% in 2022 and German GDP growth at 3.4% in 2021 and 4.4% in 2022.  

Despite its new monetary strategy (see also ECB Research - Strategic Review: Striving for 

symmetry, 8 July), we expect the ECB to slowly exit its crisis mode, phasing out the PEPP 

programme in March 2022. However, in light of stepped up inflation ambitions with the 

new symmetric 2% target and a still rather muted outlook on euro inflation (see Research 

Euro Area - Mind the inflation gap, 8 June), we expect gradual ECB balance sheet 

normalisation to start in 2023 at the very earliest and more likely in 2024-25. 

European goods consumption still 

muted relative to US 

 
Source: Eurostat, U.S. Census Bureau, Macrobond 

Financial, Danske Bank 

 

Activity in retail & recreation has 

flattened out 

 
Note: The above shows mobility trends for places 

such as restaurants, cafes, shopping centres, 

theme parks, museums, libraries and cinemas 

Source: Google Mobility, Danske Bank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Euro area GDP to reach pre-pandemic 

levels by end-2021 

 

 
Source: Eurostat, Macrobond Financial, Danske 

Bank 

 

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/economic-bulletin/focus/2021/html/ecb.ebbox202105_04~d8787003f8.en.html
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https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/1d554d06-7d45-4dd3-9899-aacab5e5c500/EN
https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/1339ca0f-4532-42d4-9ff0-c7bde5b9fda2/EN
https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/1339ca0f-4532-42d4-9ff0-c7bde5b9fda2/EN
https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/eb4396d2-ade9-4e87-972f-b26d539e194c/EN
https://research.danskebank.com/research/#/Research/article/eb4396d2-ade9-4e87-972f-b26d539e194c/EN
http://bit.ly/euro_core_inflation_21
http://bit.ly/euro_core_inflation_21
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Japan:  Delayed recovery 

The economy is still struggling with COVID-19 as the number of cases has reached new 

highs in August amid a slow start to the vaccine rollout. 56% of the population is fully or 

partly vaccinated now, though, and progress is rapid with the US not far ahead in the 

vaccine race. For now, the government has prolonged the “state of emergency” to 12 

September for Tokyo and 12 other prefectures and added another eight prefectures.  

Following a rough start to the year with a 0.9% GDP decline in Q1, the economy recovered 

modestly in Q2 with GDP growth of 0.3% qoq as private consumption actually picked up 

reflecting a relatively soft lockdown by global standards. However, private consumption 

remains 3% below pre-pandemic levels and 6% below the 2019Q3 level before the 

government hiked the VAT rate. The Tokyo Olympics was a closed event with no 

spectators and no tourists and thus has not added much to demand in Q3, which is likely to 

be another weak quarter showing only modest growth on the back of strong exports and 

public spending. We expect a significant pickup in private consumption in Q4 and Q1, as 

benefits of the strong-paced vaccine uptake begins to kick in and GDP growth is expected 

to end up at 2.4% this year, 2.6% in 2022 and 1.4% in 2023. 

 

 

 

 

Slow vaccine rollout has been costly 

for the economy 

 
Sources: Japanese Cabinet office, Macrobond 

Financial, Danske Bank forecasts 
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of relevant assumptions, are stated throughout the text. 

Expected updates 

Ad hoc 

Date of first publication 

See the front page of this research report for the date of first publication. 

General disclaimer 
This research has been prepared by Danske Bank A/S. It is provided for informational purposes only and should 

not be considered investment, legal or tax advice. It does not constitute or form part of, and shall under no 

circumstances be considered as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase or sell any relevant financial 

instruments (i.e. financial instruments mentioned herein or other financial instruments of any issuer mentioned 

herein and/or options, warrants, rights or other interests with respect to any such financial instruments) (‘Relevant 

Financial Instruments’). 

This research report has been prepared independently and solely on the basis of publicly available information that 

Danske Bank A/S considers to be reliable but Danske Bank A/S has not independently verified the contents hereof. 

While reasonable care has been taken to ensure that its contents are not untrue or misleading, no representation or 

warranty, express or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, 

completeness or reasonableness of the information, opinions and projections contained in this research report and 

Danske Bank A/S, its affiliates and subsidiaries accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss, 

including without limitation any loss of profits, arising from reliance on this research report. 

The opinions expressed herein are the opinions of the research analysts and reflect their opinion as of the date 

hereof. These opinions are subject to change and Danske Bank A/S does not undertake to notify any recipient of 

this research report of any such change nor of any other changes related to the information provided in this research 

report. 

This research report is not intended for, and may not be redistributed to, retail customers in the United Kingdom 

(see separate disclaimer below) and retail customers in the European Economic Area as defined by Directive 

2014/65/EU. 
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Big Picture  

This research report is protected by copyright and is intended solely for the designated addressee. It may not be 

reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, by any recipient for any purpose without Danske Bank A/S’s prior 

written consent. 

Disclaimer related to distribution in the United States 
This research report was created by Danske Bank A/S and is distributed in the United States by Danske Markets 

Inc., a U.S. registered broker-dealer and subsidiary of Danske Bank A/S, pursuant to SEC Rule 15a-6 and related 

interpretations issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The research report is intended for 

distribution in the United States solely to ‘U.S. institutional investors’ as defined in SEC Rule 15a-6. Danske 

Markets Inc. accepts responsibility for this research report in connection with distribution in the United States solely 

to ‘U.S. institutional investors’. 

Danske Bank A/S is not subject to U.S. rules with regard to the preparation of research reports and the independence 

of research analysts. In addition, the research analysts of Danske Bank A/S who have prepared this research report 

are not registered or qualified as research analysts with the New York Stock Exchange or Financial Industry 

Regulatory Authority but satisfy the applicable requirements of a non-U.S. jurisdiction. 

Any U.S. investor recipient of this research report who wishes to purchase or sell any Relevant Financial Instrument 

may do so only by contacting Danske Markets Inc. directly and should be aware that investing in non-U.S. financial 

instruments may entail certain risks. Financial instruments of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission and may not be subject to the reporting and auditing standards of the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Disclaimer related to distribution in the United Kingdom 
In the United Kingdom, this document is for distribution only to (I) persons who have professional experience in 

matters relating to investments falling within article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 

(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the ‘Order’); (II) high net worth entities falling within article 49(2)(a) to (d) of 

the Order; or (III) persons who are an elective professional client or a per se professional client under Chapter 3 of 

the FCA Conduct of Business Sourcebook (all such persons together being referred to as ‘Relevant Persons’). In 

the United Kingdom, this document is directed only at Relevant Persons, and other persons should not act or rely 

on this document or any of its contents. 

Disclaimer related to distribution in the European Economic Area 
This document is being distributed to and is directed only at persons in member states of the European Economic 

Area (‘EEA’) who are ‘Qualified Investors’ within the meaning of Article 2(e) of the Prospectus Regulation 

(Regulation (EU) 2017/1129) (‘Qualified Investors’). Any person in the EEA who receives this document will be 

deemed to have represented and agreed that it is a Qualified Investor. Any such recipient will also be deemed to 

have represented and agreed that it has not received this document on behalf of persons in the EEA other than 

Qualified Investors or persons in the UK and member states (where equivalent legislation exists) for whom the 

investor has authority to make decisions on a wholly discretionary basis. Danske Bank A/S will rely on the truth 

and accuracy of the foregoing representations and agreements. Any person in the EEA who is not a Qualified 

Investor should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents. 
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